We provide a categorical presentation of the Fusion calculus. Working in a suitable category of presheaves, we describe the syntax as initial algebra of a signature endofunctor, and the semantics as coalgebras of a "behaviour" endofunctor. To this end, we first give a new, congruence-free presentation of the Fusion calculus; then, the behaviour endofunctor is constructed by adding in a systematic way a notion of "state" to the intuitive endofunctor induced by the LTS. Coalgebras can be given a concrete presentation as "stateful indexed labelled transition systems"; the bisimilarity over these systems is a congruence, and corresponds to hyperequivalence. Then, we model the labelled transition system of Fusion by as abstract categorical rules. As a consequence, we get a semantics for the Fusion calculus which is both compositional and fully abstract: two processes have the same semantics iff they are bisimilar, that is, hyperequivalent.
Introduction
In recent years, Parrow and Victor's Fusion calculus [20] has emerged as a good foundational model for distributed computation paradigms like web-services and service oriented architectures (SOAs). Fusion calculus is often regarded as a variant of the π-calculus, but actually it has quite distinctive features; the most dramatic difference is that synchronisation does not yield a name substitution, but rather a fusion of names. Fused names have the same meaning and can be used interchangeably. Several typical concepts of web services and SOAs can be represented via fusions, such as negotiation between client requests and server capabilities, forwarders for objects migrating among locations, etc. Many recent specific calculi for SOAs are directly inspired by the Fusion calculus, such as CC-pi and JoCaML [4, 9] .
In this paper, we provide a fully abstract categorical model of the (finite) Fusion calculus. More precisely, we describe the syntax of processes as the initial algebra of a suitable signature endofunctor, and the semantics as coalgebras of a suitable "behaviour" endofunctor. These coalgebras can be concretely presented as a new kind of labelled transition systems, whose labels correspond to those of the Fusion calculus, but states are processes together with equivalences over names. Bisimilarity over these systems corresponds precisely to hyperequivalence. In fact, following the bialgebraic approach of Plotkin and Turi [26] , we obtain a semantics which is both compositional and fully abstract, that is, two processes have the same semantics iff they are bisimilar, and hence, hyperequivalent.
In order to achieve these results, we have to solve several technical problems. The first problem is that in the usual presentation of the Fusion calculus, processes are taken up-to a structural congruence [20] , containing the usual laws such as scope extrusion. This is problematic because this syntax cannot be defined as a free algebra of some functor, which is a requirement for the construction of the fullyabstract, compositional semantics [26] . We circumvent this obstacle by giving in Section 2 a new presentation of the Fusion calculus without structural congruence, and where processes are taken only up-to α-conversion of bound names.
The presence of α-equivalence is not a problem, because languages with binders can be described as free algebras in suitable categories of set-valued functors, that is presheaves. In particular, the category Set F of presheaves over F, the category of finite sets and functions, is commonly used for dealing with languages defined by signatures with binding constructors "a la λ-calculus", and whose terms are taken up-to α-equivalence [7, 14] . This is precisely the situation of the Fusion calculus, hence Set F is the right category where this syntax can be abstractly presented as the presheaf P roc which is the carrier of the initial algebra of a suitable endofunctor Σ F (Section 4.1). We recall the main properties and constructions of Set F in Section 3. Now, in order to define a (fully abstract) semantics for the Fusion calculus, we need to define an object of behaviours in the same category where the syntax lies (Set F , in our case). This object must be defined as the (carrier of the) final coalgebra νB of a suitable endofunctor B; in this way, the semantics is the unique morphism from P roc to νB given by terminality of νB (and initiality of P roc) [26] .
The "behaviour endofunctor" B is typically of the form BX = ℘ f (Act × X), where Act is an object of actions, corresponding to the labels of the operational semantics of the calculus; then, B-coalgebras correspond to (finitely branching) labelled transition systems with labels in Act [2] . This construction can be carried out also in category of functors, by taking ℘ f the pointwise finite powerset, as in [6] .
However, there are two problems in applying this approach to the Fusion calculus. First, the behaviour functor B using the pointwise finite power-object ℘ f on Set F does not preserve weak pullbacks, which is required the construction of the "universal" semantics. We solve the problem by using theK-finite power object construction [10, 16] , which preserves weak pullbacks (Section 3.3).
The second issue is more subtle, and strictly related to the design choices behind the Fusion calculus. Using the construction above, we can indeed define an endofunctor D on Set F such that processes of the Fusion calculus are D-coalgebras (see Section 4.2), but it turns out that the bisimulation over these coalgebras do not correspond to the intended equivalence of the Fusion calculus, that is, hyperequivalence. The problem is that the Fusion calculus "contains actions akin to updating a shared state" [20] : states are equivalences between names, which can be updated (i.e. extended) by fusions. Notably, this "shared state" is not explicitly represented in the labelled transition system of Fusion calculus. In this way, inference rules are simpler but, on the other hand, an ad hoc definition of bisimulation is needed.
In the categorical setting, we cannot tinker with the notion of bisimulation; hence we ought to accommodate the notion of behaviour, that is, the behaviour endofunctor. In Section 4.2 we will tackle this problem by adding the notion of state to the endofunctor D in a systematic way, that is, by lifting it along the adjunction underlying the "state monad" GX = (X × E) E , for E a suitable object of states. Thus, the resulting "stateful" behavior functor is B(X) = (D(X × E)) E . This approach is general and can be applied with any notions of global state. In the case of the Fusion calculus, the presheaf of states at n is the set of all possible equivalences of n names, that is, the set of coequalizers over n (Section 3.2). Moreover, in Section 4.3 we will present a concrete presentations of coalgebras of this endofunctor as stateful indexed labelled transition system, i.e., transition systems whose nodes are triples (n, P, e) where n is a set of names, P ∈ P n is a process and e ∈ E n is a state. Also coalgebraic bisimulations over the behaviour functor B can be given a concrete definition as a indexed family of relations. Using this characterization, in Section 4.4 we will show that coalgebraic bisimilarity coincides with hyperequivalence.
Finally, in Section 5 we complete our development by providing the "mathematical operational semantics" for the Fusion calculus. We translate the new labelled transition system introduced in Section 2 into an "abstract categorical rule", that is, a natural transformation between two endofunctors on Set F , using the syntactic and behaviour functors defined in Section 4. This presentation yields a fully-abstract (bialgebraic) semantics, that is, two processes have the same semantics iff they are B F -bisimilar and hence hyperequivalent.
Final remarks and directions for future work are in Section 6.
The Fusion Calculus
In this section we give the syntax, semantics and bisimulations of the Fusion calculus [20] . For our aims, a monadic version of the calculus without replication will suffice; the results we present can be generalized routinely to the polyadic version. The processes are defined by the following grammar: 1 P, Q ::= 0 | zx.P |zx.P | P |Q | (x)P where x is bound in (x)P . Processes are taken up to α-equivalence. The semantics of Fusion is defined by a labelled transition relation of the form P α − → Q, whose labels are
The input xy, outputxy, the empty fusion 1 and the fusion x=y are called free actions; the others are called bound actions, because z is bound. 2 In Figure 1 we report (a monadic variant of) the labelled transition system given in [20] . In the conclusion of the rule Open, x is bound in the label and in the target P (like in the "open" rule of the π-calculus). We use u as a wildcard for z andz.
This system uses a structural congruence ≡ to identify syntactically different presentations of the same agent. At the moment, the theory of mathematical operational semantics cannot be applied to semantics using structural congruences; therefore, in Figure 2 we present a new, congruence-free semantics of Fusion. The difference with the previous one is that, in place of the congruence rule, there is 1 Sum and fusion prefix can be easily encoded in this fragment. 2 In the polyadic version, objects of communications are lists of names and fusions are lists of equivalences. Fig. 1 . Labelled transition system with structural congruence for the Fusion calculus. a symmetric rule for |, and three new rules Close l , Close r , Close, allowing for π-calculus-like input, bound output and "scope extrusions". This semantics corresponds to that in Figure 1 , in the sense that they derive the same transitions, up-to structural congruence, as state by the following result. Figure 1 . The only interesting case is when this derivation ends with an application of the (Congr) rule. Let P ≡ P 1 , Q ≡ Q 1 and P 1 α − → Q 1 with the system in Figure 1 . By inductive hypothesis, there exist P 1 ≡ P 1 and Q 1 ≡ Q 1 such that P 1 α − → Q 1 with the system in Figure 2 . Then, by transitivity of ≡, it is P ≡ P 1 and Q ≡ Q 1 .
(ii) (P ar r ) is clearly derivable from (P ar) and (Congr). It suffices to prove that (Close), (Close l ), (Close r ), are admissible in the system of Figure 1 . We will examine the case of (Close), the others being similar (and simpler). −−→ Q , where by α-equivalence we can suppose that x ∈ f n(u). Now, bound transitions can be introduced only using the (Open) rule (possibly followed by some applications of (P ar l ), (P ar r ), (P ass)); hence, without loss of generality, we can suppose that P = (x)P 1 and Q = (x)Q 1 , for some P 1 , Q 1 , such that there are two derivations P 1 ux −→ P and Q 1ū x −→ Q . Now we prove that P |Q 1 − → (x)(P |Q ) is derivable without using (Close), but using the congruence rule.
Let y be a fresh name; then Q 1 {y/x}ū y − → Q {y/x}, and, by applying (Com), we have P 1 |Q 1 {y/x} x=y −−→ P |Q {y/x}. Using (Scope), we get (y)(P 1 |Q 1 {y/x}) 1 − → (P |Q {y/x}){x/y}. Since y is fresh, the source of this transition is equivalent to P 1 |(y)Q 1 {y/x} = P 1 |(x)Q 1 , and the target is exactly P {x/y}|Q {y/x}{x/y} = P |Q . By applying the (P ass) rule we obtain (x)(
and hence by an application of (Congr) we are done.
2
Finally, we recall the notions of bisimilarity and hyperequivalence from [20] .
Definition 2.2
We say that a name substitution σ (i.e., a function σ : N → N ) agrees with a fusion ϕ iff ∀x, y : xϕy ⇐⇒ σ(x) = σ(y).
A fusion bisimulation is a symmetric relation S between processes such that whenever
• if α is a fusion: (P σ, Q σ) ∈ S, for some σ agreeing with α. P and Q are fusion bisimilar if (P, Q) ∈ S for some fusion bisimulation S. A hyperbisimulation is a substitution-closed fusion bisimulation, i.e., an S such that (P, Q) ∈ S implies (P σ, Qσ) ∈ S for any substitution σ. P and Q are hyperequivalent, written P ∼ Q, if they are related by a hyperbisimulation.
Notice that only hyperequivalence is a congruence, while bisimilarity is not [20] .
3 Categorical framework
Finite sets
We denote by F the (skeleton) category of finite sets and functions. We will use n, m to range over objects of F, and σ, ρ over morphisms of F. Objects of F represent sets of allocated names (or variables), and maps describe how name sets may evolve (e.g., new names can be added and existing names can coalesce, etc.); thus σ : n → m is a substitution of names in n with names in m. F has products and coproducts, defined as usual in Set. In particular, let us denote by δ : F → F the functor δn = n + 1; the two injection maps are old : n → n + 1 and new : 1 → n + 1, which extend to natural transformations old : Id F → δ, new : K 1 → δ (where K S is the constant presheaf (K S ) n = S). δ is a monad on F: its unit is old, and the multiplication is contr n : n + 1 + 1 → n + 1, mapping the two added elements in the domain to the same element added in the codomain.
Presheaves Set
F is the category of functors from F to Set, called (covariant) presheaves over F; the application of this category to the representation of languages up-to α-conversion has been studied in depth in [14, 7, 21] , among others. The basic idea is that a functor A : F −→ Set can be seen as a family of sets stratified according to different sets of names; e.g., A n is the set of "elements of type A using names from n". For σ : n → m a substitution, the map A σ : A n → A m describes how this substitution acts on the elements of A n ; for this reason, we will often denote A σ (a) as a [σ] .
As for any presheaf category, Set F is a topos, hence it is cartesian closed. The structure of Set lifts to Set F , which has:
(i) Products and coproducts, computed pointwise (as with all limits and colimits in functor categories); e.g. (P × Q) e = P e × Q e . The terminal object is the constant functor K 1 = y(0), where y : F op −→ Set F is the (contravariant) Yoneda embedding: K 1 (e) = 1. The initial object is the constant functor K ∅ .
(ii) A presheaf of names N y(1). For n in F, it is N n = F(1, n) ∼ = n ∈ Set; thus N is the embedding from F into Set.
(iv) Exponentials are defined as usual in functor categories:
We will occasionally denote B A also as A ⇒ B.
In particular, exponentials of representable functors have a nice definition:
This allows us to point out a strict relation between N and δ:
Proof. Since N = y(1), by Proposition 3.1 we have
The presheaf of equivalences For n in F, E n denotes the set of equivalences over n, that is, the possible partitions of n. Formally this is the set of coequalizers over n:
Thus the elements of E n are surjective substitutions e : n m, up-to permutations of the codomain. Using the definition (1), an element e ∈ E n can be represented by a kernel pair f, g : k ⇒ n, which, akin to fusions in the Fusion calculus, can be explicitly described as a set of k name equations in n, {x 1 =y 1 , . . . , x k =y k }, where x i = f (i) and y i = g(i). In the following we will use both the surjection and the fusion notations; in particular, the empty set denotes the identity substitution ∅ = id n .
The action of E on morphisms can be described as follows. For σ : n → m, e : n q in E n : E σ (e) = coeq(σf, σg) where f, g are such that e = coeq(f, g). In "fusion notation", it is E σ ({x 1 =y 1 
We need to introduce some operations on equivalences.
• Given two equivalences e 1 : n m 1 , e 2 : n m 2 in E n , we define the union e 1 ∪ e 2 : n m in E n as the pushout of e 1 , e 2 ; concretely, this can be defined by union of the two sets of equations.
• For e 1 = coeq(f 1 , g 1 ) ∈ E n , e 2 = coeq(f 2 , g 2 ) ∈ E m , the sum e 1 + e 2 ∈ E n+m is coeq(f 1 +f 2 , g 1 +g 2 ); notice that no new equivalences are introduced. In particular, for e ∈ E n we denote by e + 1 ∈ E n+1 the equivalence e + { * = * }; this extends to a natural transformation + 1 : E → δE.
• Finally, given e : m k in E m and i : n → m, the restriction of e to n (along i), is defined as e n = ei : n ei(n) in E n .
Finite power-object
Beside the rich structure shown above, for representing non-determinism of the Fusion calculus we need also a "well-behaved" power-object endofunctor. By "wellbehaved" we mean that it can be used for defining functors for which final coalgebras exist, bisimulations are equivalence relations, and the bialgebraic construction of [26] can be carried out. Basically, this means that we require the power-object endofunctor to be finitary and to preserve weak pullbacks. One may consider the "ω-bounded powerset endofunctor" P ω : Set F → Set F , that is, the "pointwise finite powerset functor" [6] . Although this functor would suffice for expressing the non-determinism of the Fusion calculus, it is not satisfactory because it does not preserve weak pullbacks [15, 24] . Another possibility is the K-finite powerset: in any topos E, the endofunctor K : E → E is a subfunctor of the full power-object, such that K(A) can be seen as "the object of (Kuratowski) finite subobjects of A". K is finitary and, if E is Boolean, it preserves weak pullbacks [15, Example 1.4]. Unfortunately, Set F is not Boolean. The problem with K-finite objects is that they are not closed under subobjects. To circumvent this problem, we can use another "finite powerobject" endofunctorK, introduced by P. Freyd in [10] ; here we refer to [16, D5.4 ] for a detailed presentation.
Definition 3.3 [[16]]
In a topos E, for A an object of E, letÃ be its partial map classifier (that is,Ã P A is the "object of subobjects of A with at most one element"). Then,K(A) is the sub-join-semilattice of P A generated byÃ P A.
Proposition 3.4
In any topos E, theK endofunctor preserves weak pullbacks.
Proof. → B, whose left arm is mono [25] ; D can be seen as the subobject of A where φ i is defined. In our setting, i.e. E = Set F , this is a span of natural transformations. By unfolding the naturality conditions, it is easy to check that this span of natural transformations corresponds to a family of maps (φ i n : A n → B n + 1) n∈F subject to naturality "only where defined":
Notice that such a family is not a natural transformation A → B + 1, since it may happen that φ n (a) = * ∈ 1 and still φ m (A σ (a)) ∈ B m (in general, partial maps A B are not equivalent to total maps A → B + 1; this holds in Boolean toposes, but Set F is not Boolean). As a consequence, the map φ : A →K(B), described by the family (φ i : A B) i∈I , can be seen as a family of finite set-valued functions
Again, this family is not a natural transformation A → ℘ f (B), but, by (2), the following "weak naturality" holds:
Algebras and coalgebras in Set

F
In order to use Set F as an ambient category for giving algebraic and coalgebraic presentations of syntax and semantics of calculi with fusions, we need to use endofunctors on Set F having initial algebras and final coalgebras. Recall that polynomial endofunctors over a category C is the smallest class of endofunctors over C containing identity, all constant endofunctors, and closed under products and coproducts. It is well-known that any polynomial functor over Set is finitary, and hence has initial algebra and final coalgebra [2] . This result has been generalized to Set F [7, 14] in order to deal with syntax with binders up-to α-equivalence; to this end, the class of admitted endofunctor contains also δ. In our case, for defining the final coalgebras for the Fusion calculus, we will need also to consider the endofunctorsK, ( ) E : Set F → Set F . Summarizing:
F be a polynomial functor possibly using also δ : Set F → Set F . Then T has an initial algebra.
(ii) Let T : Set F −→ Set F be a polynomial functor possibly using also δ,K, ( ) E : Set F → Set F . Then T has a final coalgebra.
Proof. It is easy to check that δ andK are finitary. We prove that ( ) E preserves limits. Let F : D → Set F be a diagram; we prove that (lim(F )) E ∼ = lim(( ) E • F ). In functor categories, limits and colimits are computed pointwise, so we have to prove that for n ∈ F, ((lim(F )) E ) n ∼ = lim G n , where G :
By expanding the definition of exponents in Set F , we have that ((lim(F )) E ) n = Set F (y(n) × E, lim(F )) ∼ = lim Set F (y(n) × E, F ), because the Hom functor preserves limits. By noticing that Set
Finally, we recall the notion of coalgebraic bisimulation, as in [2] .
Definition 3.7
For an endofunctor B on Set F , a B-bisimulation between two Bcoalgebras (A 1 , α 1 ) and (A 2 , α 2 ) is a triple (R, f 1 : R → A 1 , f 2 : R → A 2 ) such that f 1 , f 2 : R → A 1 × A 2 is a strong monomorphism and there exists a B-coalgebra structure γ : R → BR such that f 1 and f 2 are B-coalgebra homomorphism, that is the diagram aside in Set F commutes.
Modelling syntax and semantics of Fusion calculus
In this section we give a categorical representation of the syntax and semantics of the Fusion calculus, in the category Set F defined in the previous section.
Algebraic syntax of the Fusion calculus
Let us first define the object of processes of the Fusion calculus. This is a free language with λ-like binders, up-to α-equivalence; thus we define the endofunctor
Each summand correspond to a constructor of the language; in particular, agents with a bound name (i.e., of the form (x)P ) and free names in n are represented as agents with free names in n + 1, where the added name represent the bound name. Then, the presheaf of processes of the Fusion calculus, denoted as P roc, is the (carrier of the) initial Σ F -algebra, which exists in virtue of Proposition 3.6(i). Its algebra structure is denoted as α F : Σ F P roc ∼ → P roc. It is easy to see that:
Proposition 4.1 For all sets of names m, P roc m = {P | f n(P ) ⊆ m}.
We will denote by T F : Set F −→ Set F the monad of the free Σ F -algebra, that is, T F (X) = µY.X + Σ F (Y ). Clearly P roc = T F 0.
Coalgebraic semantics of the Fusion calculus
The domain of the Fusion calculus is defined as the final coalgebra of a suitable "behaviour functor". As for other models of concurrency, this functor must account for finitely-branching non-determinism; to this end, we will use theK-finite power object defined in Section 3.3, which has the properties required for the successive developments. The behaviour functor must represent all possible actions (label) that a process can perform in its LTS; thus, looking at the semantics of Figure 2 , one could define this functor as
Each component of functor L corresponds to a possible evolution of a presheaf X, viewed as a stratified set of processes. The various possible transitions are a label and a continuation; in particular,
• free transitions (input, output or fusion) have a pair of names as label, and a process in the same stage as continuation;
• empty fusions have no label, and a process in the same stage as continuation;
• bound transitions (bound input or output) have a single name as label, but the continuation process can use a fresh, local name (as denoted by the δ operator).
However, this semantics does not suffice for representing faithfully the Fusion calculus. The issue is that a fusion performed by a process can be not local, since it applies to any process running in parallel. As said in [20] , a fusion "can be thought of as an update of a (not explicitly represented) shared state". Hence, our model has to keep track of this global, shared state, which is an equivalence on the names currently defined, i.e., an element of E n . A "stateful" behaviour of a process takes a given state e ∈ E n , and produces a set of possible transitions, each of which yields a new state e ∈ E n alongside the continuation.
Thus we have to convert the "stateless" behaviour functor D (7) into a stateful one. We accomplish this by combining D with the "global state monad" [19] :
D and G can be merged by decomposing the monad G in the corresponding adjunction × E ( ) E , then, we define B F as the lifting of D along this adjunction:
By definition of exponents in Set F , for n object of F we can write this explicitly as (B F X) n = Set F (y(n) × E, D(X × E)). Thus, an element of (B F X) n is a natural transformation φ : y(n) × E →KL(X × E), that is, a family of partial maps
According to Eq. 3, the behaviour of a process with n names, under the substitution σ : n → m and the equivalence e on m, is the union of all φ i m (σ, e) which are defined:
Each φ i m (σ, e), if defined, is a single stateful transition, i.e. a tuple containing the label, the continuation process (the element from X) and the new equivalence (over m names, if the transition is free, m + 1 if it is bound). Naturality of φ i ensures that a transition which happens under the substitution σ : n → m is preserved under any further substitutions, but it is not required to correspond to some transition at n (i.e., φ i n (id, e) may be undefined and φ i m (σ, e[σ]) defined). In other terms, transitions are preserved under substitutions but not necessarily reflected (as stated also by Equation 4).
Indexed labelled transition systems for the Fusion calculus
The interpretation of Fusion processes will be B F -coalgebras, that is, an object "of states" X of Set F , together with a behaviour map β : X → B F (X). B F (X) is a rather complex object (a presheaf of partial natural transformations), but we can simplify this definition, as follows:
The category of B F -coalgebras is equivalent to the following category:
Proof. Follows from adjunction (8) , implying that there is a 1-to-1 correspondence
and expanding D =KL, a map
In virtue of this result, we can give an explicit description of B F -coalgebras, by means of a suitable notion of "FE-labelled transition system" (See [5, 12, 8] for similar kinds of "indexed" labelled transition systems).
Definition 4.3 (FE-LTS) The presheaf of actions Act is
Act N × N + N × N + N + N + 1 + N × N For each n ∈ F, we denote the elements of Act n as xy,xy, x,x, 1, x=y, respectively.
An FE-labelled transition system L = (X, − →) is a presheaf X of Set F and a graph − → such that
• nodes are labelled with the elements of X × E, that is, elements of X × E = {(n, P, e) | n ∈ F, P ∈ X n , e ∈ E n };
• edges are labelled s.t. if (n, P, e) α − → (m, Q, d) then α ∈ Act n and · if α ∈ {xy,xy, 1, x=y} then m = n · if α ∈ {x,x} then m = δn = n + 1;
• (Closure) for κ ∈ {Id, δ}, if (n, P, e) α − → (κn, Q, κd) then for all σ : n → m :
It is evident that in a transition (n, P, e) α − → (m , Q, d), m is completely determined by n and α; therefore, we will write transitions as (P, e) Proof. In virtue of Proposition 4.2, a B F -coalgebra is a pair (X, (φ i : X × E L(X × E)) i∈I ). From this, it is easy to construct an FE-labelled transition system (X, − →), whose graph is defind as
The "partial naturality" of each φ i , as in equation (2), corresponds to condition (Closure) in Definition 4.3. The converse correspondence is also easy. 2
We can estabilish a clear relation between FE-LTS and the original semantics of Figure 2 . In fact, this LTS induces a FE-LTS on P roc: Proposition 4.5 For all n in F, let us define (P, e) α − → n (Q, d) as follows:
• P ∈ P roc n , e ∈ E n , α ∈ Act n ;
• for α ∈ {xy,xy, 1}:
• for α ∈ {x,x}:
where z ∈ f v(α[e]) is the new added name;
Then, L F (P roc, − →) is a FE-LTS.
Notice that we use equivalences e as substitutions, which is correct because an e ∈ E n is a coequalizer, i.e. a surjective map e : n → k, for some k (equation (1)).
Indexed bisimulation
Using FE-labelled transition systems, we can give an explicit description of coalgebraic B F -bisimulations.
Proposition 4.6 The following are equivalent:
• A B F -bisimulation on a functor A ∈ Set F (that is, a span between a B F -coalgebra whose carrier is A, and itself );
• A family of symmetric relations
The characterization of B F -bisimulations provided by Proposition 4.6 allows us to compare B F -bisimulations with the original notions of fusion bisimulation and hyperbisimulation of Definition 2.2. The clauses in Definition 2.2 about communication actions are covered by clauses (i), (ii) in Proposition 4.6; the condition about bound actions in Definition 2.2 is represented in clause (ii) by the fact that, after a bound transition, the resulting processes are bisimilar via a different relation, on a set of names where the fresh name has been allocated.
In fact, B F -bisimulations over P roc endowed with the FE-LTS L F coincide with hyperequivalences, as shown next.
Theorem 4.7 Two processes P, Q ∈ P roc n are hyperequivalent if and only if (P, ∅) and (Q, ∅) are B F -bisimilar.
Proof. (⇒) Let P, Q ∈ P roc n be two hyperequivalent processes; this means that there exists a substitution-closed fusion bisimulation S such that P SQ. Then, we can define a B F -bisimilarity (R n ) n∈N over L F as follows:
It can be checked that this gives a B F -bisimulation, using Proposition 4.6; in particular, clause (iii) holds because S is closed under substitutions. Obviously (P, ∅)R n (Q, ∅), hence the thesis.
(⇐) Let (R n ) n∈N be a B F -bisimulation over L F , such that (P, ∅)R n (Q, ∅). We can define a relation S over processes using the same definition (11) above. Clearly P SQ; we have to check that S is a hyperbisimulation. The only subtle case is that of fusion transitions. Let T 1 , T 2 ∈ P roc n such that T 1 ST 2 and T 1 x=y −−→ T 1 ; then, by Proposition 4.5 this means that (T 1 , ∅)
, and that (T 1 , {x=y})R n (T 2 , {x=y}). By definition of L F and S, this implies that T 2 x=y −−→ T 2 and T 1 {x=y} S T 2 {x=y}. Closure under substitutions is guaranteed by Proposition 4.6(iii). 2
Categorical rules
In this section we describe the GSOS-like 3 labelled transition system in Figure 2 as a natural transformation between suitable endofunctors on Set F , following the approach pioneered by Turi and Plotkin in [26] . The main advantage of such a presentation is that, if the behaviour functor preserves weak pullbacks, we get a compositional fully abstract semantics.
We define a natural transformation S from Σ(Id × B) to BT , which are two endofunctors on Set F . (In this section we omit the index F from Σ F , B F ). This means that we have to define a family of natural transformations
By exploiting the adjunction (10), we can consider instead the following simpler form
which makes explicit that the computation is "stateful", the state being represented by the E in the domain and the codomain. By expanding Σ, it is easy to see that S X is the product of several transformations, one for each syntactic constructor in the language:
In turn, each of these natural transformations is defined by collecting the rules which specify the behaviour of the corresponding constructor.
Recall that D =KL; hence, according to Remark 3.5, each S op X is a finite family of partial natural transformations with codomain L(T X × E); for instance S 0 X is a family (S 0 X ) i : E L(T X × E) i∈I . For sake of simplicity, we present such a family as in Eq. 3, that is, as an F-indexed family of finite-set valued function
subject to the "weak naturality" of Eq. 4; similarly for S in X , S out X , S par X , S res X . There is no rule for 0, so it is simply (S 0 X ) n (e) = ∅. For input and output we have only the P ref rule, so S in X and S out X are as follows:
Notice that at n = ∅, these functions are vacuous because the domain is empty. We can define S par X as the union of six transformations, corresponding to the rules P ar l , P ar r , Com, Close l , Close r and Close:
(P, β, Q, γ, e) = {(α, P |Q, e ) | (α, P , e ) ∈ β n (id n , e)} ρ P arr n (P, β, Q, γ, e) = {(α, P |Q , e ) | (α, Q , e ) ∈ γ n (id n , e)} ρ Com n (P, β, Q, γ, e) = {(x=y, P |Q , e 1 ∪ e 2 ∪ {x=y}) | for some z, w ∈ n such that e(z) = e(w) : ((zx, P , e 1 ) ∈ β n (id n , e) ∧ (wy, Q , e 2 ) ∈ γ n (id n , e))∨ ((zx, P , e 1 ) ∈ β n (id n , e) ∧ (wy, Q , e 2 ) ∈ γ n (id n , e))} ρ Close l n (P, β, Q, γ, e) = {(1, P [y/x]|Q , e 1 n ∪ e 2 ) | x = new n () and for some z, w ∈ n such that e(z) = e(w) : ((z, P , e 1 ) ∈ β n (id n , e) ∧ (wy, Q , e 2 ) ∈ γ n (id n , e))∨ ((z, P , e 1 ) ∈ β n (id n , e) ∧ (wy, Q , e 2 ) ∈ γ n (id n , e))} ρ Closer n (P, β, Q, γ, e) = {(1, P |Q [x/y], e 1 ∪ e 2 n ) | y = new n () and for some z, w ∈ n such that e(z) = e(w) : ((zx, P , e 1 , σ) ∈ β n (id n , e) ∧ (w, Q , e 2 , σ) ∈ γ n (id n , e))∨ ((zx, P , e 1 , σ) ∈ β n (id n , e) ∧ (w, Q , e 2 , σ) ∈ γ n (id n , e))} ρ Close n (P, β, Q, γ, e) = {(1, (x)(P |Q ), e 1 n ∪ e 2 n ) | x = new n () and for some z, w ∈ n such that e(z) = e(w) : ((z, P , e 1 ) ∈ β n (id n , e) ∧ (w, Q , e 2 ) ∈ γ n (id n , e))∨ ((z, P , e 1 ) ∈ β n (id n , e) ∧ (w, Q , e 2 ) ∈ γ n (id n , e))} Notice that in ρ Com , the equivalences in the transitions contain the effects from both subprocesses, and also the equivalence caused by the communication. In the "close" rules, instead, the resulting equivalences do not have fusions caused by the communication, because this acts either as an immediate substitution (in left and right close), or as the (silent) unification of the hidden names (in the last rule). The local name x introduced by bound transitions is removed from the equivalence by the restrictions e 1 n , e 2 n along the inclusion n → n + 1. Finally, S res X is defined in terms of rules Open, Scope and P ass; in fact it can be obtained from the union of the following three transformations:
(x=y, P , e ) ∈ β n+1 (id n+1 , e + 1)} In ρ Scope , notice that the process and the state are changed by the substitution [y/x] : n + 1 → n, which replaces the fresh variable x with y.
Checking naturality (as per Eq. 4) of these definition is a tedious but easy task.
The most important consequence of this definition is the following result.
Theorem 5.1 There exists a (unique) semantics : P roc −→ νB F in Set F which is both compositional and fully abstract, that is, for all processes P, Q ∈ P roc n : P n = Q n iff P and Q are B F -bisimilar (and hence hyperequivalent).
Proof. Follows from general results in [26, 6] about bialgebras with distributive laws: the semantics exists because P roc can be endowed with a B F -coalgebraic structure, and νB F with a Σ F -algebraic structure. As a consequence, is both the unique map from the initial Σ F -algebra (i.e., P roc) and the unique map to the final B F -coalgebra, which exists in virtue of Proposition 3.6. However, in order to apply this theory, we have to prove that B F on Set F preserves weak pullbacks. Recall that B F = (KL( × E)) E and that L( × E) is defined by a polynomial containing some δ's (equation 7). It is well known that in presheaf categories, polynomial functors preserve weak pullbacks; the same for δ [7] .K preserves weak pullbacks by Proposition 3.4. It remains to prove that ( ) E preserves weak pullbacks. As all limits in presheaf categories, pullbacks are computed pointwise; at n, it is (( ) E ) n = Set F (y(n) × E, ), and for any A, the hom-functor Set F (A, ) : Set F → Set preserves limits. 2
Conclusions
In this paper we have provided a categorical account of the Fusion calculus. First, we have presented a new, congruence-free labelled transition system for the Fusion calculus. Then, we have described the syntax of Fusion as the initial algebra of a suitable signature monad, and the semantics of processes as coalgebras of a behaviour "stateful" endofunctor, over the category of presheaves over finite sets. An explicit presentation of these coalgebras has been given, as "stateful" FE-labelled transition systems. The coalgebraic bisimulations on these systems turns out to be closed under substitutions (hence a congruence), and corresponding to hyperequivalence. Then, we have given a bialgebraic semantics for the Fusion calculus, by modelling the rules of the new labelled transition system as an abstract categorical rule between endofunctors over Set F . As a consequence, we have got a semantics which is both compositional and fully abstract, that is, two processes have the same semantics iff they are coalgebraically bisimilar, and hence hyperequivalent.
The categorical presentation of the Fusion calculus we have given, sheds also some light on the "name equivalence state" which is hidden inside Fusion processes. In fact, the nodes of a FE-labelled transition systems are pairs (P, e), to indicate that a system configuration is not simply a process, but a process together with the state of the equivalence over its names. This is actually confirmed in some offsprings of Fusion, such as the Explicit Fusions Calculus [27] and CC-Pi [4] ; in both these calculi, processes have an explicit and clearly identified part which carries the information about the state of name/term equivalence. The same happens in the bigraphical representations of Fusion processes given in [13] : a specific part of the bigraph representing an agent, encodes the equivalence classes of that agent. It is interesting future work to investigate whether the model and techniques presented in this paper can be applied to model also these similar calculi, and also Fu's χ-calculus [11] , a concurrent computation model similar to Fusion, and the open π-calculus [22] ; in both these calculi, bisimulation is closed under substitution.
Presheaf categories have been widely used for modelling languages with dynamically allocable entities, such as (bound) variables, (fresh) names, reference, etc; see e.g. [23, 7, 14, 6, 12, 21, 18, 8] . Maybe the work closest to ours is the treatment of π-calculus in [6] : also in that case, the right behavior functor over Set F is obtained by lifting the "intuitive" endofunctor given over another category, along an adjunction (although not the same as the one considered in this paper).
Finally, we mention that Buscemi and Montanari have given a compositional coalgebraic model of (a fragment of) the Fusion calculus [3] . Their techniques are more set-theoretic, using a first-order approach with a set of names endowed with "permutation" and "shift" and operators, thus akin de Bruijn indexes. We can envisage a connection between their approach and the model presented in this paper, which we leave as future work.
